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Greta's Grace is An Amazon Bestseller!

Here's a great beach read from award-winning author, Virginia McCullough!Here's a great beach read from award-winning author, Virginia McCullough!

Professional speaker, Lindsey Foster is faced with losing her only child, Greta, when Greta is diagnosed with cancer.

Desperate to be closer to her during this crisis, Lindsey heads to Simon’s Point, Wisconsin, where Greta lives.

Although Lindsey finds her greatest joy from inspiring her audiences with the healing power of women’s stories, her

heart aches over her inability to heal her emotionally distant relationship with her daughter.

Divorced from Greta’s blustery dad, Brian, Lindsey is drawn to him now as they share their fears about Greta. She

never expects to experience the drama of becoming involved with her ex-husband or to confront the dilemma of

another man falling for her, especially Sam, her son-in-law’s widowed father. But Sam, quiet and reflective, offers

more than friendship and becomes her refuge in this time of crisis.

With her willingness to do anything to make her daughter happy, Lindsey makes questionable decisions and keeps

secrets from Greta, causing more heartbreak. Feeling exiled once again, Lindsey faces choices that will define her
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future—and her relationship with her daughter. But will Lindsey ever receive Greta’s Grace?

Scroll up and buy now to experience the page-turning, heart-warming story of Scroll up and buy now to experience the page-turning, heart-warming story of mother-daughter connection,mother-daughter connection,

surviving cancer, and romance. surviving cancer, and romance. One of the top women's fiction romance saga beach reads of 2014! One of the top women's fiction romance saga beach reads of 2014! If you like booksIf you like books

like, "The Fault In Our Stars" or "Mother Daughter Me", or enjoy small town Wisconsin novel series, you will lovelike, "The Fault In Our Stars" or "Mother Daughter Me", or enjoy small town Wisconsin novel series, you will love

Greta's Grace!Greta's Grace!
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